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I. Introduction

Financial advisors manage trillions in assets and affect the well-being of a significant

fraction of households1, yet the advisory industry has been shown to be plagued by misconduct

— one in thirteen financial advisors registered in the U.S. have engaged in some form of

financial misconduct over their career (Egan, Matvos, and Seru, 2018). Moreover, this financial

misbehavior seems to cluster geographically, creating hotspots with extremely high levels of

misconduct. For example, Egan et al. (2018) document misconduct rates among financial

advisors in Staten Island (Richmond County, NY) are among the highest in the country

— nearly twice the national average and seven times higher than the lowest rate county,

Franklin County, PA (located in rural south-central Pennsylvania). Parsons, Sulaeman, and

Titman (2018) provide compelling evidence that clustering in misconduct is driven, in part,

by variation in local social norms of ethical behavior, indicating that financial misconduct is

a cultural phenomena.

There is also a significant body of research that suggests that regardless of where somebody

lives now, the culture they grow up in can also have significant long-run imprinting effects on

their beliefs and preferences, and this imprinting extends to the ethical domain as well.2 For

example, Fisman and Miguel (2007) examine United Nations diplomats’ propensity to park

illegally when visiting Manhattan and find that diplomats from high corruption countries are

significantly more likely to accumulate unpaid parking tickets than those from low corruption

countries. This suggests that people bring their hometown culture with them when they work

in different areas from where they grew up.

Our research question focuses on this imprinting effect of culture of origin. Specifically, we

ask whether the ethical behavior of financial advisors is related to the culture of misconduct

they grew up in. To answer this question, we compile a unique dataset of childhood residences

1Hung, Clancy, Dominitz, Talley, Berribi, and Suvankulov (2008) report that 73% of individual investors use
an advisor for investment decisions (outside of employer sponsored retirement plans)

2Some examples include Guiso, Sapienze, and Zingales (2004), Alesina and Fucs-Schündeln (2007), and Osili
and Paulson (2008).
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for over 86,000 financial advisors registered with FINRA in the United States. We combine

this with detailed data on advisor employment and misconduct histories (see Dimmock,

Gerken, and Graham, 2018a; Egan, Matvos, and Seru, 2018), including precise dates and

branch office locations related to employment and misconduct over the period 1999-2016.

The advantage of these combined data is that we can measure both the advisor’s current

environment (including culture) as well as that of the culture he grew up in. We follow

Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman (2018) and identify geographic variation in ethical cultures

across the U.S. by creating a county-level Misbehavior Index based on six different measures

of misbehavior.3

We find that the misconduct rates of advisors that have since moved from their hometown

still clusters geographically based on where they grew up. For example, 15.2% of financial

advisors that were raised in Staten Island, NY (Richmond County), but have since moved

away, have committed some form of financial misconduct over their career, versus only 4.0%

of the advisors raised in Franklin, PA that now reside elsewhere. Although this evidence is

suggestive that misconduct is linked to advisor backgrounds, there are potentially omitted

confounding factors that we need to rule out in order to establish a causal link. We focus the

majority of our analysis on establishing this link.

Our identification strategy relies on three key features of our setting. First, we argue that

the local culture one is exposed to in childhood is largely exogenous, as the child does not

(typically) get to choose where to live. Second, a significant fraction of advisors move away

from their hometown, allowing us to separate the effects of the current environment from the

childhood environment. Third, the granularity of our data allows us to compare advisors

with different childhood backgrounds working at the same financial advisory firm branch

office at the same time. This enables us to control for a variety of omitted, but potentially

confounding factors, such as selection into workplaces, time-varying local conditions, and

3The misbehavior categories are: financial misconduct by corporations, political corruption, financial advisor
misconduct, stock option backdating, spousal infidelity, and inappropriate financial relationships between
doctors and drug companies.
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time-varying shifts in tolerance of misconduct by branch supervisors.

Consider the following example: two advisors (one from Indianapolis, one from Miami)

both of whom work in the same Wells Fargo branch in Charlotte, NC. They both chose the

same career, employer, and moved to the same city at the same time. Yet one grew up in a

low misbehavior city (Indianapolis) and one grew up in a high misbehavior city (Miami). We

ask: how does the Miami native’s early life exposure to misbehavior affect his propensity to

engage in financial misconduct as an adult, when compared to his Indianapolis-born peer?

Because the advisors are working at the same location for the same firm at the same

point in time, yet were exposed to different environments in their youth, we can employ

firm-county-year (branch-year) fixed effects to control for time varying, geographic and branch

level factors that may influence advisor misconduct to help isolate the influence of early

life experiences. Specifically, our fixed effect approach removes any potentially confounding

factors at the local level, such as culture, economic growth, demographics, etc. This allows

us to overcome the reflection problem (Manski, 1993) that affects studies of the impact of

current local culture on contemporanous outcomes. In addition, by comparing advisors that

work at the same branch we are able to abstract away from concerns about firm selection or

matching. For instance, the fact that high misconduct firms are more likely to hire advisors

with a history of misconduct does not impact our inferences, as we are comparing misconduct

rates of advisors at the same firm.

Using this approach, we find that advisors that were exposed to more unethical cultures

in childhood are significantly more likely to commit financial misconduct as adults. A

one-standard deviation increase in the Misbehavior Index (Childhood) is associated with an

7.4% increase in misconduct. Using our example from earlier, the value of the Misbehavior

Index for Miami is about 3.5 standard deviations higher than the value for Indianapolis.

This implies that in a given year, the Miami-born advisor is 22.2% more likely to engage in

financial misconduct than the Indianapolis-born advisor, even though they work at the same

branch office and face the same local conditions.
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We find similar results when we exclude advisors that work in or nearby their hometown

and do not find any differences in the effect between advisors that moved to places with

cultures that were similar versus those that moved to places with cultures different from their

hometown’s culture. We also find similar effects of childhood culture in offices located in

high and low misbehavior areas. These results help rule out the possibility that the observed

relation could be driven by the advisor’s choice of where they move in adulthood.

To rule out alternative explanations for what Misbehavior Index (Childhood) could proxy

for, we control for the advisor’s childhood county income, education and religiosity, as well

as for the advisor’s ethnicity. We continue to find a strong relationship between childhood

culture and misconduct, suggesting it is unethical culture, and not childhood exposure to

other local factors driving the relation we document.

We examine potential externalities of the geographic variation in ethical backgrounds of

advisors on equity market participation. Misconduct can have pernicious effects in that it

not only leads to direct costs for the advisory industry in the form of regulatory penalties

and settlements with affected investors, but it can also erode the trust investors have in

the advisory industry in general. As financial advisors play a primary role in facilitating

household access to financial markets, it is critical that households are able to trust their

advisor with their money (Gennaioli, Shleifer, and Vishny, 2015).

We find that household equity market participation is lower in counties with higher

advisor exposure to misbehavior in their youth, even after controlling for county-level income,

population, education levels, and age. The findings even hold when we control for the

contemporaneous level of county misbehavior, suggesting that financial advisor backgrounds

play a crucial role. Across all households in a county, we find that a one standard deviation

increase in the county-level average of advisor exposure to misbehavior in youth is associated

with 4% lower equity market participation. The economic magnitudes are greater for lower

income households. These results compliment findings in Giannetti and Wang (2016) and

Gurun, Stoffman, and Yonker (2017) who show that individuals that were indirectly exposed
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to corporate fraud and financial scandals are less likely to participate in the stock market.

A. Contribution to the Literature

There is a large and growing literature in economics and finance that shows that early life

experiences can have a significant impact on people’s beliefs, preferences, and behavior over

the course of their life.4 Specifically, the cultural and institutional environment people grow

up in can affect their trust and engagement in financial institutions ((Guiso, Sapienze, and

Zingales, 2004) and (Cookson, Brown, and Heimer, 2018)), their political beliefs (Alesina and

Fucs-Schündeln, 2007), and their willingness to participate in the stock market (Osili and

Paulson, 2008). There is also evidence that early-life exposure to cultural attitudes about

ethics can affect one’s behavior, even when operating in different cultures. For instance,

Ichino and Maggi (2000) find that bank employees that grew up in Southern Italy were more

likely to shirk than their colleagues from Northern Italy, suggesting that cultural attitudes

about absenteeism and “civic-ness” can imprint (i.e., have long lasting effects) on worker

attitudes even after they leave their home cultures. Similarly, Fisman and Miguel (2007)

find that diplomats are more likely to incur unpaid parking tickets in Manhattan when they

come from more corrupt countries. We contribute to this literature by showing that early-life

exposure to cultural norms of misbehavior can also affect one’s propensity to engage in

financial misconduct.

One particularly related strand of the early life experience literature focuses on CEOs’

cultural and ethnic backgrounds to identify variation in CEO ethics and their impact on

firm outcomes. Liu (2016), for example, uses the ethnicity of firm insiders to construct a

firm-level measure of corruption. She finds that when firms have a higher proportion of

insiders that are descendants of corrupt nations, the firm is more likely to engage in earnings

4For example, work has shown that early life experience affects subsequent criminal behavior (Bayer,
Hjalmarsson, and Pozen, 2009), risk aversion (Malmendier and Nagel (2011) and Bernile, Bhagwat, and
Rau (2017)), inflation expectations (Malmendier and Nagel (2016)), gender norms (Duchin, Simutin, and
Sosyura (2018)), performance under pressure (Nguyen, Hagendorff, and Eshraghi (2018)), and innovation
Bell, Chetty, Jaravel, Petkova, and Reenen (2018)) among other effects.
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management or accounting fraud. Similarly, DeBacker, Heim, and Tran (2015) find that

executives of foreign controlled companies from more corrupt countries are more likely to

evade taxes in the U.S. On the other hand, Benmelech and Frydman (2015) find that CEOs

with military experience are more likely to behave ethically and engage in more conservative

financial policies. They attribute their findings to the importance of being exposed to an

ethical culture in the military that emphasizes duty and self-sacrifice. One difficulty this

literature faces is ruling out assortative matching. The firm’s decision to hire the CEO is

a one-to-one matching process (see for example, Fee, Hadlock, and Pierce (2013)). In this

setting, it is difficult to separate the quality of the employee from the quality of the firm and

the quality of match or the actions of the firm from the actions of the CEO. For example, do

CEOs exposed to corruption through an ethnicity channel cause firms to engage in earnings

management, or do firms with greater incentives to engage in earnings management hire

these types of CEOs? A key advantage of our research setting is that we are able to compare

the individual actions of multiple advisors working at the same branch office at the same

time, each of whom come from different childhood cultures. By comparing within-branch

misconduct in this way, we are able to control for selection and matching effects and more

directly isolate the impact of early-life culture on misconduct.

Our findings also contribute to the vast literature on financial misconduct by a variety of

different agents and institutions across a multitude of settings.5 In particular, our study is

motivated by the findings of Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman (2018) who document strong

evidence that geographic variation in financial misconduct rates is driven by local social

norms related to misbehavior. In short, they find that U.S. cities vary in their “cultures of

misconduct”. We connect their insight to the early-life experience literature to test whether

the misconduct culture an advisor is exposed to as a child affects his propensity to engage

in misconduct as an adult, even after moving to a different culture. One unique feature of

5See Cumming, Dannhauser, and Johan (2015) for a general review on the financial misconduct literature
and Dupont and Karpoff (2017) for a review on how trust plays a role in financial misconduct.
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our setting is that because we can examine advisors that have moved, we can control for the

impact of current culture (and other local environmental factors) and isolate the effect of

childhood culture, thereby overcoming the reflection problem of Manski (1993).

Our study is especially relevant for the growing segment of the financial misconduct

literature that focuses on misconduct by financial advisors. Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2018)

document the market for financial advisor misconduct in the U.S. They show that misconduct

is surprisingly commonplace, is concentrated among repeat offenders, and clusters across

geographic areas. They find evidence of assortative matching whereby high misconduct

advisors are able to find work with high misconduct firms, suggesting some firms specialize

in misconduct while others work to maintain reputational capital. Other work has shown

that contemporaneous environmental factors can influence advisor misconduct: advisors are

more likely to engage in misconduct if they are exposed to co-workers that have a record of

misconduct (Dimmock, Gerken, and Graham, 2018a), experience negative shocks to their

personal wealth (Dimmock, Gerken, and Van Alfen, 2018b), or face weaker local regulatory

oversight (Charoenwong, Kwan, and Umar, 2017). This research suggests that advisors are

ethically malleable, as their ethical choices are a function of the environment they operate in.

Rather than examine variation in the advisor’s current environment, our paper examines how

differences in cultural backgrounds lead to differences in misconduct for people operating in

the same environment. Thus, our findings shed light on the origins of individual differences

in advisor ethics.

Our paper proceeds as follows: in Section II we describe our identification strategy, in

Section III we describe our data, the Misbehavior Index, and provide summary statistics, in

Section IV we present our primary empirical results and a series of robustness tests, in Section

V we present implications from our findings by examining equity market participation, in

Section VI, we conclude.
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II. Identification

Our identification strategy relies on the epidemiological approach whereby we attempt

to separate culture from the environment by studying the outcomes of individuals whose

cultures differ, but live and work in a common economic and institutional setting.

The epidemiological approach for observational studies has a long history across a number

of disciplines (especially in public health) where randomization of treatment and control

conditions is not possible. For example, a public health researcher may want to understand

the effects of alcohol consumption on some outcome such as heart disease. By studying this

relation in some specified population, the researcher hopes to control for a myriad of observed

and, importantly, unobserved characteristics common to the population. Even within this

more homogeneous group, a simple correlation between treatment and outcomes may be

confounded by selection bias: i.e., individuals choose how much alcohol to consume, along

with a variety of other factors such as diet and exercise that can influence the outcome. Thus,

in order to infer causality in studies such as these, it is important to understand the factors

that influence selection into treatment in order to rule out any selection bias.

The advantage of the treatment in our setting is that exposure to misbehavior culture

in childhood is exogenous in the sense that a child is born in a particular area and does

not choose where to live. Despite this, we must still account for that fact that the culture

children are exposed to may be related to other factors in their childhood environment that

could potentially confound our results. In Section IV.B we control for obvious confounding

candidates: ethnicity, religiosity, income, and education (measured at the childhood location)

and find that the relation between local misbehavior culture and financial misconduct is not

significantly affected by these additional controls.

A natural question to ask is why does misbehavior vary among counties (after controlling

for ethnicity, religiosity, income, and education). Fernandez (2010) puts forth multiple

explanations regarding why differences in culture emerge. Individuals could choose different

strategies reflecting their different expectations about the equilibrium outcome in a setting
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that sustains multiple equilibria or the groups could have different priors due perhaps to

different experienced histories. While the distribution of childhood cultures can be essentially

arbitrary with respect to the child, ultimately, our approach is unable to distinguish childhood

exposure to misbehavior from closely related explanations such as selection by parents

into communities with high misbehavior and correlated familial tolerance for misconduct

(conditional on community income, education levels, religiosity, and family ethnic background).

Regardless, these explanations still would imply that an advisor’s childhood exposure to

misbehavior has important implications for his future misconduct.

Assuming that childhood exposure is exogenous, there is still the issue that advisors

choose what cities to move to and what firms to work for. We address this potential career

selection effect by comparing advisors at the same firm in the same county at the same

time. This approach controls for the unobservable common factors that drive advisors’ career

selection effects. For instance, consider the example of the advisor born in Indianapolis (a

low misbehavior city) and the one born in Miami (a high misbehavior city) working at Wells

Fargo in Charlotte, NC. (See Figure 1). For unobserved factors to bias the coefficients on the

childhood misbehavior index upwards, the factors would have to explain why someone from

Indianapolis would be less likely to engage in professional misconduct relative to another

individual from Miami after both advisors made the common decision in terms of career

and location to work for Wells Fargo in Charlotte, NC. The most obvious confounding

effects: assortative matching between firms and advisors on misconduct (Egan, Matvos, and

Seru, 2018) or peer influence (Dimmock, Gerken, and Graham, 2018a) work to increase the

similarity of advisor behavior within a branch. In other words, if an advisor from Indianapolis

is influenced by the behavior of his Miami-native peer, our within-branch estimates would be

biased against finding a relation between childhood backgrounds and misconduct. Therefore,

our results likely reflect a lower bound on the effect of childhood exposure to misbehavior

and misconduct.
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III. Data

A. Financial Advisors

The data on financial advisors comes from registration data filed on the FINRA Form U4.

The U4 provides detailed information on advisors’ characteristics, employment histories, and

history of misconduct. In the U.S., all registered representatives (the legal term for what we

call “financial advisors”) must be registered with FINRA by their employer using the Form

U4. This form must be updated following any material change in the advisor’s information

(including change in employment or disclosure of misconduct). FINRA and state regulators

jointly operate the Central Registration Depository (CRD), which serves as a repository

for Form U4 and related regulatory filings. Importantly, the CRD assigns each advisor and

firm a unique identification number that remains constant over time, allowing us to carefully

track employment movements. FINRA shares much of this information to the public via its

BrokerCheck website.

We build a dataset of financial advisors from disclosures available through BrokerCheck.

We use these disclosures to create an annual panel data set that provides information about

each individual advisor over the period 1999-2016, including the advisor’s employer, the

location of the branch of the employer at which the advisor works, and importantly, our

main dependent variable throughout much of our analysis, financial advisor misconduct (FA

Misconduct). FA Misconduct is an annual dummy variable indicating whether the advisor

engaged in misconduct in that year. We follow Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2018) and define FA

Misconduct to include customer complaints, regulatory actions, civil cases, criminal charges,

and terminations. Our results are similar if we limit our definition of misconduct to the more

narrow customer-initiated complaints as in Dimmock, Gerken, and Graham (2018a). Similar

to the existing literature, we find that FA misconduct occurs in 0.75% of advisor-years (Egan,

Matvos, and Seru (2018) report annual FA misconduct rates of 0.72%).

We supplement this data by obtaining detailed residential and past employment data

from state regulators via a series of Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests for a subset
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of advisors. As a result, we have extremely detailed data on a sample of over 86,000 advisors

that enables us to track their residences in youth and match that to their residences and

employment history as adults.6

The Form U4 disclosures contains information on residential, employment and personal

history. These disclosures require all newly registered advisors to provide their residential

addresses7 and employment and personal history (including education).8 The advisor is

required to report the start date of the residential address and employment and personal

history, and many advisors provide an exhaustive list of their childhood locations, either

through the residence data or through the location of the schools they attended. As such

we are able to obtain a detailed account of an advisor’s childhood location for over 86,000

different advisors.

We obtain data from FOIA requests filed with all state regulators, however, some states

did not supply all requested data.9 Fortunately, because advisors must register with each

state in which they plan to do business and many register with all states, we obtain data

on advisors that work in all 50 states.10 Comparing our sample of advisor work locations to

those from the universe of BrokerCheck data, we find very similar sampling distributions.

For instance, despite the fact that New York state did not provide all requested data in

6We have a coarser measure, state of birth, which is reported in Section 9 of the U4 for over 227,000 advisors.
In Table 8 we create a state-level measure of the Misbehavior Index.

7Section 11 of the Uniform Application for Securities Industry Registration (Form U4) asks advisors to
“provide their residential addresses for at least the past five (5) years. Leave no gaps greater than three (3)
months between addresses. Begin by entering your current residential address. Enter ‘Present’ as the end
date for your current address. Post Office boxes are not acceptable. Report changes as they occur.”

8Section 12 of the Uniform Application for Securities Industry Registration (Form U4) asks advisors to
“provide your employment and personal history including location for the past ten (10) years. Leave no
gaps greater than three (3) months between entries. All entries must include the beginning and end dates
of employment . . . Account for fulltime and part-time employment, self-employment, military service, and
homemaking. Include unemployment, full-time education, extended travel, and other similar statuses.”

9We have home addresses for advisors who register in the District of Columbia, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii,
Indiana, Iowa, New Jersey, Oregon, Rhode Island, Tennessee, Texas, Washington, or West Virginia and
employment/personal history records for advisors who register in the California, Connecticut, Florida,
Kentucky, Maryland, Minnesota, Texas, or Washington.

10For example, consider an advisor that lives and works in the state of New York. The advisor has elderly
clients that move to Florida for the warmer weather. By law, the advisor must also register her business
with Florida’s state regulator. Thus, despite the fact that New York did not comply with our original FOIA
request, the advisor (and her residential history) are in our data through the Florida regulatory body.
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response to the FOIA request, New York has the most advisors in our sample- about 23% of

the advisors in our sample work in the state of New York (compared to 20% in the overall

BrokerCheck population).

Turning to the childhood residency data, in Table 1, we report state level (Panel A) and

county level (Panel B) birth locations for the advisors in our data. In Panel A, we find

that the distribution of birth states among the financial advisors in our sample compare

similarly to those in the overall population (measured using birth data from the Centers for

Disease Control). We find that states that have the highest number of births, such as Texas,

California, and Illinois, tend to also produce the highest number of advisors. One exception

here is New York State. Despite accounting for only 5.9% of the births in 2016, New York

state produces 14.6% of the financial advisors in our sample. This is perhaps not surprising,

as New York has by far the highest concentration of advisors in the country.11

In Panel B, where we focus on county level births, we find a similar pattern. Harris

County, TX (Houston) and Cook County, IL (Chicago) are among the largest counties in the

country and predictably produce the highest number of advisors. In fact, the 5 non-New York

area counties in Panel B are among the 10 largest counties in the U.S. Interestingly, Nassau

County, NY and Suffolk County, NY (which comprise a substantial portion of Long Island)

produce a disproportionate number of financial advisors. Nassau County alone produces

nearly 50% more than the second place county, Harris, despite having a population that

only ranks as the 30th largest county. This is likely due to Nassau County’s proximity to

Wall Street and speaks to exposure in childhood shaping career choices made in adulthood.

This mirrors the finding in Bell, Chetty, Jaravel, Petkova, and Reenen (2018) who show

that children that grow up in areas with higher innovation are more likely to grow up to be

inventors.

11Another factor is that demographic shifts have changed state level birth rates over time.
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B. Geographic Mobility

A key requirement for our identification strategy is that (at least some) advisors move

from their childhood county. If advisors did not move, we would not be able to tease out the

impacts of exposure to culture in youth from current cultural and environmental factors. In

Table 2, we present summary statistics on the geographic mobility of the advisors in our data.

In Panel A, the unit of observation is at the branch-year level. We constrain our sample to

branches with more than one advisor.12

The average branch office in our sample employs 9.5 advisors. Of these, 7.6 of these

advisors were born in a different county from their employment. We find that 4.2 of the

advisors in the average branch live in a different state than their childhood home. 2.7 (2.0)

of the advisors have moved more than 250 (500) miles from their childhood home.13 Thus

the typical branches in our sample employs advisors that were raised in a wide variety of

backgrounds (5.6 unique counties and 2.9 unique states).

In Panel B, the unit of observation is the individual advisor. We find that 86.5% of the

advisors in our sample moved from their childhood county and 58.1% moved from their

childhood state. The median advisor that left their childhood county moved 233.9 miles away.

The financial advisory profession is typically categorized as one built on trust (Gennaioli,

Shleifer, and Vishny, 2015). Indeed, we find that 38.7% of the advisors in our sample work

within 50 miles of their childhood county, perhaps due to the valuable local social capital

they have built up in their home community. However, a significant fraction of advisors do

move and this geographic mobility allow us execute our identification strategy..

12Since our identification is based on within branch differences in childhood backgrounds, branches with only
one advisor do not have sufficient variation (i.e., are singletons) and are dropped from our model.

13We measure distance between counties using great-circle distances calculated using the Haver-
sine formula from the NBER’s County Distance Database available at http://www.nber.org/data/

county-distance-database.html.
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C. Misconduct rates by childhood county

In Table 3, we examine misconduct rates by childhood county. As in Egan, Matvos, and

Seru (2018), we focus our analysis on counties with more than 100 advisors. In Panel A, we

include all financial advisors and in Panel B, we condition on advisors that moved more than

50 miles from their childhood home. We report the top 10 and bottom 10 counties in each

panel.

We find that Richmond County, NY (Staten Island) produces the highest rate of financial

advisor misconduct in the country. Nearly 16 out of every 100 advisors that are born in

Staten Island go on to commit misconduct in their careers. Compare this to a county like

Douglas County, NE (Omaha) in the set of columns on the right side of Panel A. A financial

advisor that grew up in Staten Island is 7x more likely to commit misconduct as an adult

than an advisor that grew up in Omaha.

What is most relevant in our setting is that these early childhood social norms appear to

travel throughout one’s career. In Panel B, where we condition on the advisor moving more

than 50 miles, we find evidence consistent with imprinting. Even among the Staten Island

and Omaha born advisors that move away from home, we find that the Staten Island-born

advisors are 6.6x more likely to commit misconduct than Omaha born advisors. Obviously,

the places that someone from Staten Island moves may be different from the places someone

from Omaha moves and we address this issue in our main analysis, but the differences in

rates by childhood counties is striking.

D. Misbehavior Measures

A crucial challenge is measuring misbehavior culture. We follow several recent papers in

the literature and assume that local culture in the advisor’s childhood can be proxied using

measures derived from recent data.14 The typical advisor in our sample was born in 1966.

To the degree that culture changes over time, this will create measurement error and bias our

14Guiso, Sapienze, and Zingales (2004) and Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman (2018) make similar assumptions.
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estimates toward zero. We also make the assumption that childhood culture remains with

the individual over time, again following assumptions made in other recent papers.15

Our primary independent variable throughout our analysis captures the advisor’s exposure

to misbehavior in childhood. We define childhood residence based on the reported residency

of the advisor’s home or employment at the age of 17. Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman

(2018) find that the variation in financial misconduct across U.S. cities is highly related to an

index of other local unethical behaviors, suggesting that misbehavior is a persistent cultural

phenomena. We follow their approach and create an index of local misbehavior based on the

data they present in Table 1 of their paper. Specifically, they present city-level averages of

six categories of misbehavior: financial misconduct by corporations, local political corruption,

financial advisor misconduct, stock option backdating, spousal infidelity, and inappropriate

financial relationships between doctors and drug companies. Using the Parsons et al. (2018)

data, we create z-scores for each of the six variables and define a variable Misbehavior Index as

the average of the six z-scores. Miami, FL and Washington D.C. have the highest Misbehavior

Index scores, while Indianapolis, IN and Minneapolis, MN have the lowest scores.

The Parsons et al. (2018) data covers the 20 largest US cities and is compiled at the

Economic Area (EA) level. EAs are worker commuter regions that are larger than metropolitan

statistical areas (MSAs). As such, their data covers a large fraction (65%) of the advisors in

our sample. If an advisor in our sample is not covered by one of their 20 EAs, we create the

measure using all (presently) available data.16 We obtain data on county-level averages of

political corruption and financial advisor misconduct. The measure of political corruption is

similar to Parsons et al. (2018) and is the number of federal convictions of public officials for

corruption-related crimes scaled by local population. This measure is available at the US

judicial district level, and has been used in a variety of studies of local political corruption

15 Fisman and Miguel (2007) find little evidence of convergence to U.S. corruption norms even for those
having left their home countries several years prior. Giuliano and Spilimbergo (2014) show an individual’s
regional location at age 16 (and the degree by which they were affected by recessions) affects adult attitudes
toward luck and redistribution.

16We are currently collecting the remaining unavailable measures
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such as Glaeser and Saks (2006) and Smith (2016).17 We measure local financial advisor

misconduct using the county-level average of misconduct as defined in Egan, Matvos, and

Seru (2018). We rank each of these variables across counties each year and take the sample

average rank for each variable and county. We then z-score each variable and take the average

z-score to be the Misbehavior Index for those advisors that are not covered by the Parsons,

Sulaeman, and Titman (2018) data.18

In Figure 2, we provide a geographical map of the continental United States that spatially

displays the Misbehavior Index. We find areas along the Mississippi River delta, Appalachia,

the Mid-Atlantic region, South Florida, and California display high levels of misbehavior.

Alternatively, areas in the lower Great Plains states, the western Great Lakes states, and

Pacific Northwest display low levels of misbehavior. It is interesting to note that both high

and low misbehavior areas include both wealthy and poor counties.

E. Advisor Licensing

We follow the existing financial advisor misconduct literature (see for example, Egan,

Matvos, and Seru (2018)) and control for advisor licensing and advisor tenure at the firm.

The financial advisory industry is heavily regulated. Advisors must take a series of exams

that are standardized across the industry to sell securities to clients. For example, advisors

typically take a Series 63 exam as prerequisite for being licensed by a state before they can

work with investors. Advisors wishing to sell securities that are accompanied by a prospectus

e.g.,(mutual funds) must pass the Series 6 exam. Advisors wishing to sell individual securities

e.g.,(stocks) must pass the Series 7. Advisors wishing to provide fee-based advising must

pass the Series 65 or Series 66 exam. Advisors that wish to become branch managers must

pass the Series 24 principal’s exam.19 We find, that 80.4% of the advisor observations in

17We thank Jared Smith for generously providing this data.
18Essentially, for the 35% of advisors that are not covered by the Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman (2018)

data, we assume those areas are average (i.e., attribute a z-score of zero) for the four misbehavior categories
where we do not have county-level data.

19Our list is not exhaustive and we include any other licenses an advisor has in the “Other exams” category as
in Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2018). Further, we note that certain exams cover multiple licenses. For example,
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our sample have passed the Series 7 exam, 46.3% have the ability to offer fee-based advice

(Series 65/66), while 10.3% have taken the Series 24 exam and have the ability to serve in a

supervisory role in their branch office.

IV. Results

In this section, we conduct a series of tests that examine how exposure to a culture of

misbehavior as a child impacts an advisor’s propensity to commit financial misconduct as

an adult. In Table 4, we present a series of linear probability models predicting advisor

misconduct that take the following general form:

FAMisconducti,t = α + β1MisbehaviorIndex(Childhood)i + γXi,t + FEs+ εi,t (1)

where FAMisconduct is an indicator variable that measures whether Advisori in Y eart

engaged in misconduct as defined by Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2018). The key variable of

interest, Misbehavior Index (Childhood), measures the ethical culture the advisor was exposed

to in childhood. X is a vector of controls for time-varying advisor characteristics such as

tenure with the firm and the security licenses they earn during their career. These control

variables are common in the literature and have been shown to predict financial advisor

misconduct. We omit reporting these coefficients for brevity. We use a series of fixed effects

that control for the advisor’s time-varying local incentives to engage in misconduct, including

firm level and branch level fixed effects. The unit of observation is an advisor-year and we

cluster standard errors at the advisor level.20 Misbehavior Index is standardized such that

the coefficients reported represent the effect of a one standard deviation increase on the

the Series 7 exam allows advisors to sell all securities covered by the Series 6 and individual securities. The
Series 66 exam allows the advisor to provide fee-based advice and covers their state licensing requirement
(Series 63). See http://www.finra.org/industry/qualification-exams?bc=1 for a complete list of all
securities licenses.

20Results are similar if we cluster at the brokerage firm level or the county level of the advisor’s youth.
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probability of misconduct.

Before we examine the effect of childhood culture, we begin by testing how the advisor’s

exposure to local misbehavior as an adult, Misbehavior Index (Current) affects his propensity

to engage in misconduct. Consistent with Parsons et al. (2018), in model 1, we find that

advisors working in areas that have a culture of misbehavior are more likely to engage in

financial misconduct. In model 2, we introduce the innovation of our study, Misbehavior

Index (Childhood), to the regression. Strikingly, even when we control for the advisor’s current

exposure to misbehavior, childhood misbehavior positively predicts advisor misconduct as an

adult (14.5 basis points, t-stat=10.62), and its effect size is nearly twice that of Misbehavior

Index (Current) (7.23 basis points, t-stat=5.32). Financial misconduct occurs in roughly

0.75% of advisor-years, implying that a one-standard deviation increase in exposure to local

misbehavior as a child is associated with a 19.3% increase in misconduct, even after controlling

for the impact of an advisor’s current local exposure. This suggests that not only does the

exogenous exposure to misbehavior in their youth travel with the advisor throughout his

career, but that this early life imprinting of social norms is a greater predictor of misconduct

than the social norms an advisor is exposed to as an adult.

Although the results from model 2 are highly suggestive of the importance of childhood

culture for misconduct, the model only includes advisor-level controls and time fixed effects,

thus leaving open the possibility that alternative explanations or omitted factors are driving

the results. In what follows, we employ a series of fixed effects that control for various possible

omitted confounding factors in order to better establish a causal link between childhood

culture and misconduct (see Section II on our Identification Strategy for more on this setup).

In model 3 of Table 4, we include Year×County fixed effects to examine how early life

exposure to misconduct affects the propensity to engage in financial advisor misconduct

within the same county in the same year. We note that this fixed effect subsumes the current

level of the Misbehavior Index from the previous models, as it is measured at the county-year

level. In addition, the Year×County fixed effects also capture any time-varying changes
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in demographics, economic shocks, and changes to enforcement, or incentives to engage in

misconduct at the local level. We continue to find a positive relation between exposure to

misbehavior in youth and the propensity to engage in advisor misconduct as an adult. A

one-standard deviation increase in Misbehavior Index (Childhood) is associated with a 9.09 bp

increase in the propensity to engage in misconduct (a 12.12% increase over baseline levels).

Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2018) suggest that some firms “specialize” in misconduct. This

could be due to lax enforcement of monitoring or the overt decision to hire advisors that

are more likely to engage in misconduct. In model 4, we add a firm fixed effect to pull out

any common source of this variation. We find that the coefficient on Misbehavior Index

(Childhood) falls by roughly half when compared to the coefficient in model 3, suggesting that

“specializing” in misconduct may also include selecting advisors raised in areas exposed to

high level of misbehavior. Yet, even after controlling for this firm effect, we continue to find

a positive and significant relation between early life exposure and misconduct in adulthood.

A typical branch office in our sample is managed by an individual(s) that serves as the

principal or officer for the branch (Series 24 license). The principal is tasked with a supervisory

role that may dissuade or (given lax supervision) incentivize financial advisor misconduct.

Thus, even within the same firm (e.g., Merrill Lynch), we may find branch-level variation

in advisor incentives to engage in misconduct. Moreover, employees working at the same

branch may influence one another’s propensity to behave unethically (Dimmock, Gerken, and

Graham, 2018a). To control for these potential issues, in model 5 we include a time-varying

branch fixed effect (Branch × Year). We define branches at the (County × Firm) level.21

This model essentially compares the misconduct rates of employees working at the same firm,

in the same place, at the same time. Even after controlling for any omitted time-varying

local factors, firm factors, and local-firm factors, we continue to find a significant and positive

relation between misconduct and Misbehavior Index (Childhood) (5.55 bps, t-stat=3.89).

21This is the definition of branch used by Egan, Matvos, and Seru (2018) and Dimmock, Gerken, and Van
Alfen (2018b).
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This implies that a one-standard deviation increase in the childhood Misbehavior Index

is associated with an 7.4% increase in misconduct. Using our example from earlier, the

Misbehavior index for Miami is about 3.5 standard deviations higher than the index for

Indianapolis. This implies that in a given year, the Miami-born advisor is 22.2% more likely

to engage in financial misconduct than the Indianapolis-born advisor, even though they both

work at the same Wells Fargo branch office and face the same local conditions.

A. Choice of adult work environment

One concern about our results could be that they are somehow being driven by the mix of

people that move into an area as compared to those that choose to remain in their childhood

hometown. To address these types of concerns, we run our advisor misconduct regression

on the subsample of advisors who moved more than 50 miles away from their home county.

We continue to employ branch-year fixed effects and include the full set of controls (i.e., this

model corresponds to the same setup as in Table 4, model 5). This model compares advisors

that work at the same branch at the same point of time, each of whom hails from a different

childhood county than where they currently work. This way we are both controlling for

the local enforcement regime and culture (since it is common within branches), but we are

removing the advisors that grew up in the local enforcement regime and culture and are

simply comparing all those who chose to move into the area.

We present this model in Table 5, model 1. The coefficient on Misbehavior Index

(Childhood) is 0.053 (t-stat=3.16) for the subsample of advisors that moved from their

childhood counties.22 These results are very similar to the full sample results in Table 4,

suggesting that our findings are not being driven by the mix of those that move versus those

that choose to work close to their hometown. To more formally test this, in model 2, we

re-run the full sample regression but include a control for advisors that stay in their hometown

(Stay in Childhood County) as well as an interaction between Stay in Childhood County and

22The results are similar if we define moving as having changed counties, or moved more than 100 miles away.
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Misbehavior Index (Childhood). The interaction coefficient is economically negligible and not

statistically significantly different from zero (t-stat=-0.12), indicating there is no difference in

the effect of childhood culture on financial misconduct for movers versus those that stay in

their hometown — childhood culture matters to both those that stay and those that move.

Another related selection concern is that there is some factor driving people to move to

areas that are similar to where they grew up in terms of misbehavior versus those that move

to areas with dramatically different misbehavior cultures. To address this, in column 3, we

interact Misbehavior Index (Childhood) with a variable that captures the difference between

Misbehavior Index (Current) and Misbehavior Index (Childhood). Again, the interaction

coefficient is economically negligible and not statistically significantly different from zero

(t-stat=-1.09), indicating there is no difference in the effect of childhood culture on financial

misconduct for movers that move to higher misbehavior places than those that move to lower

misbehavior places.

In model 4, we add an interaction based on the advisor’s current location’s misbehavior

index. While it is plausible that advisors choose to move or stay in certain areas for a

multitude of reasons unrelated to misbehavior (e.g. family, cultural amenities, weather,

etc.), there could potentially be some factor that encourages advisors to move to high (or

low) misbehavior areas. By including the interaction of Misbehavior Index (Childhood) with

Current High Misbehavior County, we can test whether those advisors that choose to work

in high misbehavior areas display a different effect of childhood background than those

that choose to work in low misbehavior areas. The interaction coefficient is economically

negligible and not statistically significantly different from zero (t-stat=0.11). Thus, the

influence of childhood misbehavior is similar in high current misbehavior locations and low

current misbehavior locations and the decision to work in a particular type of environment

does not confound our analysis.

Collectively, the results in Table 5 suggest our primary findings are not being driven by

advisors choosing to move away from home or by those choosing to move to dramatically
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different cultures than where they grew up. Rather, it appears that wherever you go, you

take your hometown culture with you.

B. Alternative Early Life Exposures

Another potential concern we face is that other factors that are related to the advisor’s

early-life exposure to culture are driving our results. For example, a county’s ethical culture

may be related to other factors such as the county’s income or education level, which could

also be driving future misconduct rates. E.g., if advisors from poor counties are also more

likely to engage in misconduct, that could confound our analysis.

In Table 6, we report results that control for additional cultural and social factors from

the advisor’s childhood county. We repeat model 5 from Table 4, and control for an advisor’s

ethnicity, his childhood county education, childhood county religiosity, and childhood county

income. We use NamePrism23 to classify advisor ethnicity, the 2014 American Community

Survey to capture the percentage of population with a college degree in the childhood county

of the advisor, the ARDA Longitudinal Religious Congregations and Membership File to

capture religiosity levels in the childhood county of the advisor, and county level income data

from the Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) to capture per-capita income of the advisor’s

childhood county.

In models 1-4, we capture each of these effects individually, while in model 5, we include

each of these effects simultaneously. Focusing on model 5, we find that a one-standard

deviation increase in Misbehavior Index (Childhood) is associated with a 6.18 bps or an

8.24% increase in the likelihood of engaging in financial misconduct as an adult, even after

controlling for alternative early-life exposures that have been shown to predict misconduct.

As a point of reference, the coefficient on Misbehavior Index (Childhood) from model 5 of

Table 4 was 5.55 bps. Of the 5 models in Table 6 the coefficient ranges from 5.53-6.18 bps.

23NamePrism is a non-commercial nationality/ethnicity classification tool. Using a database of 57MM contact
lists from a major Internet company, Ye, Han, Hu, Coskun, Liu, Qin, and Skiena (2017) created NamePrism
by exploiting homophily in communication patterns to learn name embeddings to train a fine-grained
nationality classifier covering 39 groups representing over 90% of the world population.
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This suggests that our proxy for early life exposure to misbehavior is largely orthogonal to

alternative measures from the early-life experiences literature.

C. Measurement and Sample Robustness

In Table 7, we show that our results are robust to different ways of calculating the

Misbehavior Index. In model 1, we show our baseline result from model 5 of Table 4

for reference. As discussed more fully in Section III.C, the Parson’s measure of the local

misbehavior is only available for the 20 largest economic areas in the U.S. In our paper, we

estimate childhood exposure to misbehavior for all advisors for which we have childhood

residence data. As such, we define Misbehavior Index equal to the Parson’s measure where

available or equal to the two measures from the Parson’s data that we currently have for all

U.S. counties: political corruption and financial advisor misconduct, otherwise. In model

2, we estimate the entire sample of advisor-years, on only the two county level measures

and find similar results. In model 3, we constrain our sample to only those advisors born

in the 20 economic areas defined by Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman (2018). Our results

are similar. Interestingly, we note that of the 799,599 advisor-years in the baseline model

(model 1), 522,464 come from the 20 largest economic areas. Put differently, 65.3% of all

financial advisors in our sample are raised in the largest 20 U.S. cities. In the original Parsons,

Sulaeman, and Titman (2018) measure, financial advisor misconduct is included in the index.

In our paper, financial advisor misconduct is the primary dependent variable of interest. To

mitigate concern that this could confound our results, we remove this variable from the index

and re-estimate the sample for the 20 largest economic areas. Our results, presented in model

4, are similar to the baseline model.

In Table 8, we use birth state, as opposed to county, to create the Misbehavior Index. As

discussed in Section III.A, through the use of FOIA requests, we obtain residential data for

over 86,000 financial advisors that track detailed residential history that overlap with the 10

year period preceding the advisor’s entry to the industry. As our goal is to capture advisor

exposure to misbehavior in youth, this implies that our sample will be biased towards advisors
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that join the industry at an earlier age (i.e., typically by age 27). We use an additional data

item in the U4 filing to try and overcome any concerns with this sampling choice. In addition

to historical resident and employment data, advisors are also required to disclose their state

of birth. The state of birth, however, is reported in a different section of the U4. As such,

it happens to be available for a larger sample of advisors. We have state of birth for over

227,000 advisors that have not necessarily joined the profession at an early age. The drawback

is that state-level is a coarser level of geography. Rather than measure Misbehavior Index

(Childhood) at the county level, we must measure it at the birth-state level in these analyses.

While this process adds noise to the index (East Texas and West Texas, for example, have

very different levels of the county-level Misbehavior Index), the advantage is that the sample

is not necessarily biased towards advisors that joined the profession earlier in life. In model

1, we find a positive and significant relation between the birth state Misbehavior Index and

advisor misconduct, though the effects are smaller than at the county level.

Using the state level index causes us to simultaneously change our sampling procedure

and create a more noisy proxy of geographic misconduct. Without additional tests, we cannot

determine whether the drop in economic magnitude is a function of advisors that choose

to enter the industry at an early age behaving differently or the less granular misbehavior

proxy creating noise in our results. To address this issue, in model 2 we restrict our sample

to the advisors for which we have county level measures of the childhood Misbehavior Index.

Thus, we sample only advisors that join early, but use the noisy state-level misbehavior proxy.

Misbehavior Index (Childhood) remains positive for this sample and the coefficients for models

1 and 2 are quite similar (0.0224 vs. 0.0268). The fact that the birth state coefficient is

similar for both the full sample and the sample with childhood county-level data suggests

our results are not being driven by a selection bias related to those advisors for which we

have county-level data.
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V. Implications for Household Equity Market Participation

We next turn to how the backgrounds of local financial advisors relates to local trust in

the markets and equity participation. A major puzzle in the household finance literature

is why so many households in the U.S. do not participate in the stock market given the

high returns and the advantages of a well-diversified portfolio. One partial explanation is

that participation has both monetary and nonmonetary costs. Therefore, it is not surprising

that income levels (and other factors that could determine these costs such as age and

education) are correlated with participation. However, one striking feature about equity

participation in the U.S., is that there is significant geographic variation in participation

rates, even among counties within similar levels of income, population, age and education.

Figure 3 shows county-level participation rates for households with an adjusted gross income

(AGI) of $75k-$100k . We observe that many of the high misconduct areas from Figure 2:

Mississippi River delta, Appalachia, South Florida, and California exhibit low levels of equity

participation; and that those areas of low misbehavior such as the lower Great Plains, the

Upper Midwest, and the Pacific Northwest exhibit higher participation levels. Income cannot

be a major factor as the figure is generated using data from one narrow income bracket across

all counties. Further the cost of living is typically lower in low income areas which makes the

lack of participation even more puzzling.

In this section, we examine if another explanation for this geographic variation in par-

ticipation can be traced to the cultural backgrounds of local financial advisors through

the mechanism of reduced investor trust. There is evidence that trust plays an important

role in stock market participation. Giannetti and Wang (2016) show that household stock

market participation decreases following corporate financial misconduct in the state where

the household resides. Similarly, Gurun, Stoffman, and Yonker (2017) use the Bernie Madoff

fraud case to show that residents of communities that were exposed to the fraud subsequently

withdrew assets from investment advisors and increased deposits at banks. Because financial

advisors play a key role in facilitating household access to financial markets, stock market
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participation is likely also driven by the degree to which households can trust their local

advisors Gennaioli, Shleifer, and Vishny (2015). Thus, if advisors from unethical backgrounds

are more likely to engage in misconduct, we hypothesize that they may also be viewed by

local investors as less trustworthy, which could reduce investors’ willingness to participate in

the stock market.

To test this proposition, we examine the relation between a county’s average equity

participation and the average Misbehavior Index of its local financial advisors. We proxy for

equity participation in a given year based on whether a household reported dividends on its

federal tax return that year, which is available at the county-level from the IRS website. While

there are reasons why household equity participation may differ from reported dividends

(e.g. non-dividend paying firms and fixed income mutual funds), Brown, Ivković, Smith, and

Weisbenner (2008) find that actual equity market participation and dividends reported on tax

returns are highly correlated using multiple instances of the Survey of Consumer Finances.

In addition to the tax data, we also obtain data on county characteristics such as age and

education level from the 2014 American Community Survey.

In Table 9, we report regressions of county-level equity market participation rates as proxied

by the fraction of household returns that report dividend income. Our main explanatory

variable is County Average Misbehavior Index (Childhood), which is the advisor-weighted

average of Childhood Misbehavior Index for all advisors currently in the county in year

t. County Misbehavior Index is the county’s own level of the Misbehavior Index. We also

include controls for the logarithm of household income, logarithm of population, percentage

of population with a college degree, percentage of population aged 65 or older, and logarithm

of the number of financial advisors in the county. We include year fixed effects and cluster

standard errors by county.

In model 1, we find a negative and significant relationship between County Average

Misbehavior Index (Childhood). Given that the average level of equity market participation is

19.2%, a one-standard deviation increase in County Average Misbehavior Index (Childhood)
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corresponds to a 0.79% decrease in participation rates (a 4% drop relative to the baseline).

One potential confounding factor is that households may not invest due to their current

corruption climate. To address this issue, in model 2, we include both County Misbehavior

Index and County Average Misbehavior Index (Childhood). We find that the coefficient on

County Average Misbehavior Index (Childhood) is modestly reduced, but still economically and

statistically significant. In models 3 through 5, we examine the equity market participation

for households in three ranges of tax brackets: < $50k, $50k − $100k, and > $100k. We find

similar coefficients across all three specifications. However, given the fact that participation

rates increase with income (i.e. < $50k is 13%, $50k − $100k is 29%, and > $100k is 50%),

the economic effects of advisors’ cultural backgrounds is highest among the lower income

households.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper, we present new evidence on the factors that determine financial advisor

misconduct by tracking the lives of advisors from youth to adulthood. Much of the previous

literature has noted that financial misconduct tends to cluster geographically and has focused

its attention on how peer effects, matching, local exposure, and enforcement help to explain

the clustering. In our paper, we ask a different question: do children that are raised in these

clusters carry those social norms with them into adulthood, even when they move away from

their childhood home?

The granular nature of our data allows us to track a sample of over 86,000 financial

advisors from their childhood residences to the individual branch offices they work in as

adults. We find that within the same branch office at the same point in time, an advisor

that grew up in an area with higher levels of misbehavior is 7.4% more likely to commit

misconduct in a given year. These effects are consistent among those that move and remain

in their hometown. The effects are also robust to controlling for other early life exposures

such as income level, education attainment and religiosity of their childhood county.
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Establishing that exposure to misbehavior in youth affects social norms in ways that

stay with individuals into adulthood has important policy implications. In our sample of

financial advisors, for example, we find that higher levels of advisor exposure to misbehavior

in childhood among local advisors decreases household equity market participation rates.

These effects are particularly strong for poorer households. Our results demonstrate that

regional norms towards misbehavior can propagate throughout the country as advisors move.
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Wells Fargo
in Charlotte

Indianapolis

Miami

Fig. 1

Example of identification strategy

This figure presents an example of an advisor that grew up in Indianapolis (a low Misbehavior
Index city) and an adviser that grew up in Miami (a high Misbehavior Index city) that
in adulthood both choose to become financial advisors and move to a hypothetical, but
representative, Wells Fargo branch office in Charlotte, NC.
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Fig. 2

Misbehavior Index measure by county

This figure documents the geospatial nature of misbehavior. We create a county-level
Misbehavior Index based on Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman (2018). Darker shades of red
indicate higher levels of Misbehavior Index, while lighter shades of yellow represent lower
levels. Grey represents counties with missing data.
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Fig. 3

Equity market participation

This figure documents the geospatial nature of equity market participation for households
in the $75k-$100k income bracket. Darker shades of blue represent higher levels of equity
participation. Grey represents missing data.
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Table 1

Summary Statistics - Advisor Origins

This table summarizes financial advisors’ childhood locations. In Panel A, we compare the
top 10 birth states in our sample to those of the top 10 birth states based on Centers for
Disease Control (CDC) birth rates for 2016. In Panel B, we report the top 10 birth counties
in our sample.

Panel A: Top States of Birth - Financial Advisor Sample compared to U.S. (2016)

Advisor Sample CDC 2016 Births

State of Birth Observations % State of Birth Observations %

1 New York 38,630 14.56 1 California 488,827 12.3%
2 Texas 20,456 7.71 2 Texas 398,047 10.0%
3 California 16,510 6.22 3 New York 234,283 5.9%
4 Illinois 14,136 5.33 4 Florida 225,022 5.7%
5 Pennsylvania 13,852 5.22 5 Illinois 154,445 3.9%
6 New Jersey 13,676 5.15 6 Pennsylvania 139,409 3.5%
7 Ohio 12,682 4.78 7 Ohio 138,085 3.5%
8 Florida 10,069 3.79 8 Georgia 130,042 3.3%
9 Massachusetts 9,650 3.64 9 North Carolina 120,779 3.0%
10 Minnesota 9,608 3.62 10 Michigan 113,315 2.8%

Panel B: Top Counties - Financial Advisor Sample
Childhood County # of Advisors

1 Nassau, NY 2,562
2 Harris, TX 1,661
3 Suffolk, NY 1,619
4 Los Angeles, CA 1,449
5 Cook, IL 1,436
6 Westchester, NY 1,252
7 Bergen, NJ 1,209
8 Queens, NY 1,206
9 Miami-Dade County, FL 1,130
10 Dallas, TX 1,069
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Table 2

Summary Statistics - Geographic Mobility

This table summarizes branch- and advisor-level statistics regarding advisor geographic
mobility. In Panel A, we report statistics with the branch office-year as the unit of observation.
In Panel B, we report statistics with individual advisors as the unit of observation.

Panel A: Branch-Year Level

Variable Mean 25th 50th 75th

Number of Advisors 9.54 2.0 3.0 7.0
# Moved County 7.62 2.0 2.0 5.0
# Moved State 4.15 0.0 1.0 3.0
# Moved > 50 miles 4.63 1.0 2.0 3.0
# Moved > 250 miles 2.67 0.0 1.0 2.0
# Moved > 500 miles 2.04 0.0 0.0 1.0
# Moved > 1000 miles 1.15 0.0 0.0 1.0
# Distinct Counties (Childhood) 5.64 2.0 3.0 5.0
# Distinct States (Childhood) 2.94 1.0 2.0 3.0

Panel B: Advisor Level

Variable Mean 25th 50th 75th

Moved County 86.52%
Distance (miles) (Moved County = 1) 595.48 43.1 233.9 984.6
Moved State 58.10%
Distance (miles) (Moved State = 1) 851.28 187.1 712.9 1210.6
Moved > 50 miles 62.29%
Moved > 250 miles 42.38%
Moved > 500 miles 34.76%
Moved > 1000 miles 21.17%
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Table 3

Summary Statistics - Advisor Misconduct by Geography

This table summarizes advisor misconduct for select counties. Panel A reports the ten highest
and lowest financial advisor misconduct rates based on childhood county. Panel B repeats
this approach but conditions the sample based only on advisors that move at least 50 miles
from their childhood county.

Panel A: % of Advisors with Misconduct Records by Childhood County

Top 10 Bottom 10

1 Richmond, NY 15.8% 1 Washington, MN 1.1%
2 Suffolk, NY 15.6% 2 Dane, WI 2.1%
3 Jefferson, KY 14.7% 3 Douglas, NE 2.2%
4 Queens, NY 14.3% 4 Kenton, KY 2.6%
5 Nassau, NY 13.9% 5 Lake, IN 2.6%
6 Pima, AZ 13.5% 6 Waukesha, WI 2.7%
7 Kings, NY 12.7% 7 El Paso, CO 3.0%
8 Lee, FL 12.6% 8 Bristol, MA 3.2%
9 Ocean, NJ 11.6% 9 Burlington, NJ 3.3%
10 Rockland, NY 11.5% 10 Jefferson, LA 3.3%

Panel B: % of Advisors with Misconduct Records by Childhood County
Restricted to those that move at least 50 miles from Childhood County

Top 10 Bottom 10

1 Queens, NY 18.5% 1 Bristol, MA 0.0%
2 Rockland, NY 17.5% 2 Washington, MN 0.0%
3 Lee, Florida 17.1% 3 Bucks, PA 1.7%
4 Denver, CO 16.1% 4 Passaic, NJ 1.8%
5 Butler, OH 15.9% 5 Marin, CA 2.0%
6 Richmond, NY 15.2% 6 Lancaster, NE 2.3%
7 Jefferson, KY 14.3% 7 Douglas, NE 2.3%
8 Westchester 13.6% 8 Lake, IN 2.4%
9 Utah, UT 13.5% 9 Davis, UT 2.6%
10 New York, NY 12.7% 10 Cobb, GA 2.9%
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Table 4

Childhood Exposure to Misbehavior

In this table, we model an individual advisor’s propensity to commit misconduct in a
given year. The unit of observation is an advisor-year. We create a county-level proxy of
misbehavior based on the measure from Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman (2018). Misbehavior
Index (Childhood) captures the advisor’s exposure as a child (age 17). Misbehavior Index
(Current) captures the advisor’s exposure at their current residence as an adult. We follow
the existing financial advisor misconduct literature (Egan, Matvos, and Seru, 2018) and
control for advisor tenure at the brokerage firm and their licensing. We control for whether
the advisor, in year t, has a Series 63, Series 6, Series 7, Series 65/66, or Series 24 license.
We omit the coefficients on the control variables for brevity. Standard errors are clustered at
the advisor level. ***,**, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level,
respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Misbehavior Index (Childhood) 0.145*** 0.0909*** 0.0446*** 0.0555***
[10.62] [6.34] [3.24] [3.89]

Misbehavior Index (Current) 0.157*** 0.0723***
subsumed by Year × County FE

[13.11] [5.32]

Controls Y Y Y Y Y
Year FE Y Y subsumed subsumed subsumed
Year × County FE Y Y subsumed
Firm FE Y subsumed
Year × Branch FE Y

Observations 899,174 899,174 891,812 891,274 799,599
R2 0.002 0.002 0.022 0.044 0.156
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Table 5

Early Life Exposure to Misbehavior - Interaction with Moving

In this table, we model an individual advisor’s propensity to commit misconduct in a given
year, conditioning on whether the advisor moved away from their childhood county. The unit
of observation is an advisor-year. In model 1, we condition on the subsample of advisors
who moved more than 50 miles away from their home county. In model 2, we re-run the full
sample regression but include Stay in Childhood County, an indicator variable equal to one if
the advisor stays in their childhood county, and zero otherwise. In model 3, Current minus
Childhood Index captures the difference in Misbehavior Index from their current residence
and their childhood residence. In model 4, Current High Misbehavior County, is an indicator
variable equal to one if the advisor resides as an adult in a county with above median
Misbehavior Index, and zero otherwise. We include the same controls and Year × Branch
fixed effects from Model 5 of Table 4 and omit the coefficients on the control variables for
brevity. Standard errors are clustered at the advisor level. ***,**, and * indicate statistical
significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Misbehavior Index (Childhood) 0.0530*** 0.0608*** 0.0596*** 0.0538***
[3.16] [3.69] [3.93] [2.69]

Stay in Childhood County -0.0392
[-1.57]

Misbehavior Index (Childhood) -0.00324
× Stay in Childhood County [-0.12]

Misbehavior Index (Childhood) -0.0122
× Current minus Childhood Index [-1.09]

Misbehavior Index (Childhood) 0.0031
× Current High Misbehavior County [0.11]

Year × Branch FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y

Sample Moved >50 miles Full Full Full
Observations 367,368 799,599 799,599 799,597
R2 0.167 0.156 0.156 0.156
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Table 6

Early Life Exposure to Misbehavior - Other Cultural and Social Factors

In this table, we model an individual advisor’s propensity to commit misconduct in a given
year, conditioning on additional cultural and social factors from their childhood county. The
unit of observation is an advisor-year. In model 1, we control for advisor ethnicity. In model
2, we control for childhood county education levels. In model 3, we control for childhood
county religiosity levels. In model 4, we control for childhood county income levels. In model
5, we include all four of these factors simultaneously. We include the same controls and
Year × Branch fixed effects from Model 5 of Table 4 and omit the coefficients on the control
variables for brevity. Standard errors are clustered at the advisor level. ***,**, and * indicate
statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

Misbehavior Index (Childhood) 0.0553*** 0.0575*** 0.0578*** 0.0594*** 0.0618***
[3.86] [3.92] [3.98] [3.93] [4.03]

Year × Branch FE Y Y Y Y Y
Advisor Ethnicity Y - - - Y
Childhood County Education - Y - - Y
Childhood County Religiosity - - Y - Y
Childhood County Income - - - Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y Y

Observations 799,593 799,593 793,429 792,720 788,858
R2 0.156 0.156 0.156 0.155 0.156
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Table 7

Early Life Exposure to Misbehavior - Alternate Misbehavior Measures

In this table, we model an individual advisor’s propensity to commit misconduct in a given
year, using alternate formulations of the Misbehavior Index. The unit of observation is an
advisor-year. In model 1, we report our baseline version of the misbehavior index (Model 5 of
Table 4). In model 2, we use only the measures that we currently have for all U.S. counties
(political corruption and advisor misconduct) to create the Misbehavior Index. In model 3,
we restrict the sample to the 20 Economic Areas used in Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman
(2018) and use all six of their variables to create the Misbehavior Index. In model 4, we
restrict the sample to the 20 Economic Areas used in Parsons, Sulaeman, and Titman (2018)
and use all of their variables except for financial advisor misconduct to create the Misbehavior
Index. We include the same controls and Year × Branch fixed effects from Model 5 of Table
4 and omit the coefficients on the control variables for brevity. Standard errors are clustered
at the advisor level. ***,**, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10%
level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Nationally PST(2018)

Baseline Available (Only) PST(2018) (Exclude FA Misc.)

Misbehavior Index 0.0555*** 0.0499*** 0.0542*** 0.0526***
(Childhood) [3.89] [3.61] [2.75] [2.70]

Year × Branch FE Y Y Y Y
Controls Y Y Y Y

Sample Full Full 20 MSA 20 MSA
Observations 799,599 799,599 522,464 522,464
R2 0.156 0.156 0.157 0.157
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Table 8

Early Life Exposure to Misbehavior - Measuring Misbehavior at the State Level

In this table, we model an individual advisor’s propensity to commit misconduct in a given
year, using a birth state (rather than county) measure of Misbehavior Index. The unit of
observation is an advisor-year. In model 1, we report the results for the full sample of advisor
years for which we have birth state data. In model 2, we continue to use the birth state
measure but condition the sample on only those advisors for which we have childhood county
data. We include the same controls and Year × Branch fixed effects from model 5 of Table 4
and omit the coefficients on the control variables for brevity. Standard errors are clustered at
the advisor level. ***,**, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%, and 10% level,
respectively.

(1) (2)

Misbehavior Index (Birth State) 0.0224** 0.0268*
[2.28] [1.72]

Year × Branch FE Y Y
Controls Y Y

Sample Has Birth State Has Childhood County
Observations 2,280,642 588,584
R2 0.127 0.171
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Table 9

County-Level Misbehavior and Equity Market Participation

In this table, we model county-level equity market participation rates as proxied by the
fraction of household tax returns that report dividend income. The unit of observation
is a county-year. County Average Misbehavior Index (Childhood) is the average level of
Misbehavior Index the advisors that currently reside in the county were exposed to in
childhood. County Misbehavior Index is the current level of Misbehavior Index in the county.
In models 3 - 5, we seperately estimate the model for households with adjusted gross income
of <$50k, $50k-$100k, >$100k, respectively. We include year fixed effects and standard errors
are clustered at the county level. ***,**, and * indicate statistical significance at the 1%, 5%,
and 10% level, respectively.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Own Eq.

Own Eq. Own Eq. <$50k $50k-$100k >$100k

County Avg. Misbehavior Index -0.794*** -0.520*** -0.485*** -0.462*** -0.433**
(Childhood) [-7.50] [-4.54] [-4.88] [-2.95] [-2.14]

County Misbehavior Index -0.653*** -0.674*** -0.527*** -0.592***
[-5.65] [-6.68] [-3.63] [-2.72]

Log (Income) 11.41*** 11.85*** 6.196*** 0.0748 -1.643
[15.44] [15.65] [10.59] [0.10] [-1.54]

Log (Population) -1.470*** -1.411*** -1.199*** -2.072*** -2.542***
[-9.92] [-9.69] [-9.39] [-10.71] [-8.94]

% College Degree 0.316*** 0.308*** 0.183*** 0.443*** 0.540***
[20.95] [20.41] [13.54] [22.24] [20.53]

% Over 65 years old 0.654*** 0.652*** 0.582*** 0.869*** 0.821***
[22.50] [21.88] [21.61] [23.41] [14.17]

Log (# FAs) 0.570*** 0.670*** 0.534*** 1.141*** 1.976***
[5.14] [5.97] [5.46] [7.61] [8.86]

Year FE Y Y Y Y Y
Observations 9,100 8,958 8,958 8,958 8,956
R2 0.759 0.763 0.650 0.680 0.683
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